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Abstract
Problems arise when using reward functions to
capture dependencies between sequential time-
constrained goal states because the state-space
must be prohibitively expanded to accommodate
a history of successfully achieved sub-goals. Also,
policies and value functions derived with station-
arity assumptions are not readily decomposable,
leading to a tension between reward maximization
and task generalization. We demonstrate a logic-
compatible approach using model-based knowl-
edge of environment dynamics and deadline in-
formation to directly infer non-stationary policies
composed of reusable stationary policies. The
policies are constructed to maximize the probabil-
ity of satisfying time-sensitive goals while respect-
ing time-varying obstacles. Our approach explic-
itly maintains two different spaces, a high-level
logical task specification where the task-variables
are grounded onto the low-level state-space of
a Markov decision process. Computing satisfi-
ability at the task-level is made possible by a
Bellman-like equation which operates on a ten-
sor that links the temporal relationship between
the two spaces; the equation solves for a value
function that can be explicitly interpreted as the
probability of sub-goal satisfaction under the syn-
thesized non-stationary policy, an approach we
term Constraint Satisfaction Propagation (CSP).
Keywords: Compositionality, Policy Synthesis, Options,
Temporal Logic, Non-stationary, Reachability
1. Introduction
Natural tasks often involve sequential dependencies between
individual goals which comprise a larger composite goal.
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Imagine, for instance, a detective trying to solve a crime
where they need to collect evidence from witnesses and
arrest suspects for interrogation. The detective will need to
reason about the order in which these sub-goals are executed
and may need to use knowledge of individual deadlines to
put constraints on the possible sub-goal sequences. For
example, the detective knows that two key witnesses will
be leaving town for work in the morning and the two main
suspects will likely leave town later in the day. The detective
will thus conclude that the witnesses must be questioned
first so that there is enough time and evidence to arrest and
interrogate the suspects, as they cannot be held in custody
for longer than a day. The order in which the two witnesses
are questioned and the order in which the two suspects are
arrested does not matter for the satisfaction of the task which
only requires that all sub-goals are met before their individ-
ual deadlines, leading to four distinct possible sequences of
sub-goals that can be executed. Furthermore, the difficulty
of this task is compounded by the fact that the detective must
have knowledge of the underlying movement constraints
and knowledge of the dynamics of the environment. If the
detective knows that traffic will block particular routes dur-
ing periods of the day, then a plan will need to anticipate
these dynamic obstacles.
Problems like the one faced by the detective are difficult
to solve in standard reinforcement learning. In the tabular
domain, the difficulty arises from the necessity of expanding
the state-space to be able to keep track of a trace (history) of
successfully achieved sub-goal states. In Deep RL the diffi-
culties arise because there are effectively an almost limitless
number of states due to the large dimensionality of the input
space, thereby making it challenging to impose a notion of
sequential goal dependency on the structure of the neural
network architecture in addition to the difficulties of extract-
ing sub-tasks from the network after end-to-end training.
In deep RL, recent methods such as RUDDER and TVT
approach the problem of long term planning and reward-
to-action credit assignment by using a recurrent network to
use predictions about future rewards in order to rewrite the
reward function (Hung et al., 2018; Arjona-Medina et al.,
2018). Hierarchical approaches in the tabular domain have
been successful in controlling over large sets of individ-
ual tasks using a compositional linear strategy, and have
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Figure 1. Problem Example: You are a detective tasked with catching a bank robber. You have the addresses of two witnesses to the
crime Alice and Bob, but they are only home for a certain length of time before they leave town for work. The whereabouts of the suspects,
Cat and Dan, are also known and they can be tracked down later but they are suspected to flee the city sometime in the evening. The
witnesses must be questioned first (in any order) before arresting the suspects (in any order) to acquire evidence for interrogation. You
must plan for time-varying blockages in your route in order to complete the composite task on time. Green Panel: Task variables assigned
to people are grounded into the low-level state-space. Blue panel: The task logic L is given and implies four different task graphs with
their associated goal strings which would satisfy L if all elements of the string returned true. G1 ∧G2 implies sub-strings of g1g2 or g2g1.
The "next" operator© concatenates strings together. See Figure 3 for the full list of identities for producing a disjunctions of strings.
Grey Panel: A depiction of the task with goal deadlines and transitions between world environments. Each of the K environments has an
associated set of optimal controlled dynamics uk that transport the agent from state xi to target state xj . Each environment transitions to
its successor after the time indicated on the timeline.
used these strategies for decomposing complex problems
by inferring sub-goal representations embedded in a com-
plex reward function (Jonsson & Gómez, 2016; Saxe et al.,
2017; Earle et al., 2017). Still, current approaches in both
domains don’t constrain the sub-problems to be compatible
with flexible planning under non-stationary rewards.
Hierarchical RL (HRL) holds the promise of overcoming
these complexities, but current theory is still insufficiently
powerful to tackle the detective’s problem. HRL employs
a few main strategies: breaking large markov decision pro-
cesses into small sub-MDPs (MAXQ) (Dietterich, 2000),
coarse-graining actions into temporally extended actions
(Options) (Sutton et al., 1999; Precup, 2000), and coarse-
graining states (state aggregation) (Bertsekas et al., 2005;
Singh et al., 1995). However, these policy decomposition
strategies are seldom used to improve goal representation
and are often motivated by reducing computational costs
of policy learning. Moreover, these methods typically do
not address a key characteristic of complex goals: time-
constrained sequential dependencies.
While hierarchical approaches most often focus on policy
structure, the basic assumptions made about reward func-
tions fundamentally limit our ability to represent complex
tasks. Reward functions used in RL are usually not time-
dependent, and many problems that should naturally be
framed as non-stationary finite horizon problems are cast
as infinite horizon discounted problems where the discount
factor either guarantees convergence or represents agent
preference. Reward functions defined on the low-level state-
space do not represent the sequential structure of a task, and
in the case of Deep RL, if the reward function is not a good
proxy for the task it can result in "reward hacking," where
the agent subverts the engineer’s intent by finding clever
but undesirable solutions to the task (Amodei et al., 2016).
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However, in order to encode a task with long term sequen-
tial dependencies, one would need to expand the state-space
to represent a trace of previously visited goal states such
that the reward payout is conditioned on these visitations.
This state-space expansion would exponentially increase
the computational complexity of the solution, which leads
us to ask: Can tasks be formulated in such a way that is
conducive to optimization without state-space expansion?
We provide an affirmative answer to this question.
In general, a task can be thought of as a logical statement
composed of constraints, which are variables that condition
the truth value of the task. Constraint variables provide a
flexible way to reason about the conditions for task satis-
faction, and a representation of a task can be constructed in
a compositional manner using logical operators. The algo-
rithm we propose, Constraint Satisfaction Propagation
(CSP), is analogous to a Bellman value recursion (Bellman,
1957) in that it uses a backwards recursion to propagate in-
formation for constructing a control law. It differs, however,
in that the information represented by the value function
can be explicitly interpreted in terms of the probability of
satisfying an individual constraint. A set of value functions
derived for each individual constraint variable are then used
with their associated component policies in a forward prop-
agation to compute the probability of solving the task under
a composite non-stationary task-policy.
Because CSP computes task-interpretable value functions,
it provides a principled way of avoiding reward-based value
function decomposition. With CSP, we develop an approach
to handling temporal constraints and goal dependencies by
constructing a multi-tiered architecture that combines top-
down logical task deduction and bottom-up policy inference
to synthesize a non-stationary policy composed of mem-
bers from a stationary policy ensemble. The policies are
synthesised to maximize the probability of satisfying a task
specification. This approach bridges two spaces, one of
which is a low-level state-space paired with a set of pre-
computed optimal stationary policies each controlling to a
unique individual target state, and the other is an abstract
task variable space that encodes sequential dependencies of
individual sub-goal states and their deadlines.
To bridge these spaces, we compute an object called the
reachability tensor. This tensor plays a fundamental role
in the communication between the two spaces by relating a
policy’s forward time dynamics to deadline distributions. By
committing up front to computing an ensemble of shortest-
path policies, we can use their associated time-to-go repre-
sentations to compute the reachability tensor. With the ten-
sor we can effectively compute a composite non-stationary
policy that satisfies a task specification via policy infer-
ence using a Reachability Bellman Equation. The value
function associated with the reachability Bellman equation,
κkg(xi|Ωc), hereafter called a feasibility function, can be
explicitly interpreted as the probability of reaching a goal
state xg from xi before deadline Ωc while controlling op-
timally starting from the beginning of environment k. We
consider dynamic worlds that have time-varying obstacles
which remain constant for a given period of time which
defines an environment.
The compositionality of this algorithm is two-fold: firstly,
by precomputing a policy ensemble across members of the
set of environmental constraints, we can reuse them for any
temporal ordering of the environments to compute a set of
feasibility functions {κg}g∈G for each goal. Secondly, with
this feasibility function set we can compute the probability
of satisfying any task specification under the environment
dynamics and goal deadlines. The structure of this architec-
ture induces a flexible bidirectional mapping between the
space of temporal goals and the space of dynamics, which is
made possible by virtue of the fact that the feasibility func-
tion can be explicitly interpreted in terms of the satisfaction
of task variables.
The major contribution of this paper is demonstrating that
the reachability tensor is a crucial object that enables this
compositional property because it is derived using the tem-
poral dynamics information from both spaces. With CSP,
hierarchical problems can be solved with a combinatorics
approach instead of reward maximization due to the fact that
the feasibility function locally stores explicit information
about the global connectivity of time-sensitive task variables
defined on a dynamic graph under a non-stationary policy.
1.1. Related Work
1.1.1. TASK SPECIFICATION AND DECOMPOSITION
WITH TEMPORAL LOGIC
Task transfer has emerged as a significant problem in rein-
forcement learning, particularly when tasks have divergent
objectives. Differences in objective functions can produce
difficult to predict changes in policies, obscuring how tasks
are related and motivates theory of policy and value function
transfer between MDPs (Wilson et al., 2007). A fundamen-
tal solution to this problem is to represent tasks within a
common task space separate from the low-level state-space
by decomposing tasks using a set of operators. Recently,
temporal logic has proven increasingly successful at provid-
ing such a principled task space, which allows stationary,
non-stationary, and complex objectives to be represented
in a common space (Littman et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017;
Aksaray et al., 2016). In addition, rich task descriptions
can be inferred from demonstrations using temporal logical
formulas (Shah et al., 2018). Such representations have
been adapted to RL, and a connection between temporal
logic and finite state machines has been exploited to provide
a natural dynamic reward representation of a task (Icarte
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et al., 2018). Task transfer benefits from compositional goal
representations through identifying common components.
If the task decomposition has a congruent policy decompo-
sition, the task compositionality of one problem can help
structure the search for a solution to a new task with min-
imal recomputation. Compositionality as a principle is of
theoretical interest because of its combinatorial and efficient
use of simple primitives (Lake et al., 2015). In the case of
CSP the learning system has task transfer to the extent that
components of the algorithm (ranging from low-level policy
tensors to high-level feasibility functions) are exchangeable
across different classes of task specifications.
1.1.2. POLICY REPRESENTATION AND COMPUTATION
While many hierarchical approaches can be interpreted as
temporally extended action, Precup and colleagues (1999;
2000) developed a general framework for controlling with
temporal abstractions using policies, termination conditions,
and initiation sets together to define an "option". Recent
work on this front has aimed to efficiently learn a good set
of policies and termination conditions (Bacon et al., 2017;
Achiam et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017). We use an options-
like framework based on a set of stationary policies, where
the termination condition is dictated deterministically by
changes in the environment and the initiation set is unre-
stricted. While the options framework can be quite general,
our approach restricts the allowed policies to a family of
shortest-path stationary policies that have one absorbing
terminal state. This restriction is crucial for extracting a
policy’s joint time and state prediction necessary for con-
structing a reachability tensor. One of the formulas used
to compute this (eq. 9) can be considered a "successor rep-
resentation" (SR) (Dayan, 1993) with restrictions on the
form of the policy and reward function. The SR has recently
been used to learn good options (Machado et al., 2017), and
Stachenfeld et al. 2017 provide a compelling argument that
the SR is encoded by place field firings in the hippocampus
(for review see Gershman 2018). CSP is compatible with
this perspective, and we suggest that the additional represen-
tations put forth could lead to new insights for understanding
task generalization in computational neuroscience.
Reachability properties of control systems have also been
studied in various contexts. Abate et al. 2008 first formu-
lated the dynamic programming reachability recursion for
analyzing the safety properties of hybrid systems. Also,
Horowitz et al. 2014 demonstrated a compositional method
for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) control using constrained
reachability problems where goals are time-homogeneous
and without deadlines. Recently, Haesaert et al. 2018
showed how to solve time-homogeneous (stationary) poli-
cies satisfying LTL specifications in continuous space using
reachability recursions. To our knowledge, our work pro-
vides the first non-stationary policy synthesize for dynamic
environments with time-constrained goals by leveraging the
compositional property of feasibility functions.
2. Base-level Policy Representation: LMDPs
Since our algorithm relies on an ensemble of precomputed
representations, we review the main theoretical tools used
to compute it. Our algorithm of choice for solving for a
controlled transition matrix is the linearly solvable Markov
decision process (LMDP) (Todorov, 2009) due to its com-
putational efficiency, however, the algorithm we develop is
agnostic to the choice of Markov decision process (MDP)
optimization method for obtaining the controlled dynamics.
An LMDP is an entropy-regularized relaxation of a standard
MDP, defined as a three-tuple (X,P, q) where X is the set
of discrete states, P is an uncontrolled "passive" dynamics
transition matrix P : X ×X → [0, 1], and q is a cost func-
tion q : X → R. Whereas the standard Bellman equation
for an MDP (Puterman, 2014) is defined as:
v∗(x) = min
a
[
g(x, a) + E
x′∼T (x′|x,a)
[v∗(x′)]
]
(1)
the LMDP redefines the loss function g(x, a) as q(x) +
KL[u(x′|x)||p(x′|x)], where the KL-divergence is between
the passive dynamics and controlled dynamics (policy). The
optimization is now directly over the dynamics itself, rather
than action variables. For LMDPs, u(x′|x) is considered to
be a policy, not to be confused with an MDP policy pi(a|x),
and we adopt this nomenclature, but also refer to u as the
"controlled dynamics". Any MDP can be embedded into an
LMDP by converting g(x, a) and T (x′|x, a) into q(x) and
p(x′|x) by solving a small system of linear equations for
each state, however, typically if one uses a constant action
cost the passive dynamics from one state will be a uniform
distribution over reachable next-states.
Substituting in the new loss function gives rise to a discrete
linear Bellman equation
v∗(x) = min
u(x′|x)
[
q(x) +KL(u||p) + E
x′∼u
[v∗(x′)]
]
(2)
The action variable has been replaced with a controlled tran-
sition matrix u(x′|x) and we would like to find the optimal
policy u∗(x′|x) that minimizes the new loss function. By
exploiting a transform on the value function which con-
verts it to a desirability function z(x) = exp(−v(x)), it
can be shown that the optimal controlled dynamics can be
computed by rescaling the passive dynamics by the optimal
desirability function, which is the largest eigenvector of QP
u∗(x′|x) = p(x
′|x)z(x′)
G[z](x)
(3)
z = QPz (4)
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where Q is a diagonal matrix with elements Qii =
exp(−q(xi)) and P is the passive transition matrix. The
rescaling is normalized by G[z](x) = Ex∼p z(x).
3. Constraint Satisfaction Propagation
We introduce a new algorithm called Constraint Satisfaction
Propagation which computes a composite non-stationary
task policy from a precomputed ensemble of stationary poli-
cies. The composite policy is synthesised to traverse one
of many possible valid sequences of deadline-constrained
goals states xg that satisfies a logical statement L. These
problems are defined on worlds with time-varying obsta-
cles that remain constant for an period of time, which we
call an environment, indexed by k. Synthesizing this non-
stationary policy requires us to relate the time-dynamics of
the low-level controller to the deadlines of the high-level
task variables. This is made possible by computing a reach-
ability tensor, R, which encodes the probability an agent
can reach a state before a deadline. With this tensor we can
compute feasibility functions, κkg(xi), which encodes the
probability of satisfying a grounded sub-goal h(Gc)→ xg
before its deadline under a component non-stationary policy.
Then, with the set of feasibility functions and their associ-
ated non-stationary policies, we can compute a composite
task-policy using a forward-time propagation.
We begin this section by describing how to define LMDPs
to create an ensemble of controlled dynamics to each state
in an environment (3.1), followed by sections (3.2) and (3.3)
which contain a descriptions of the deadlines and task logic
we use for specifying tasks. Then we show how to create the
reachability tensor (3.4) with the deadlines for making tem-
porally extended predictions. In (3.5), we discuss how this
tensor is acted on by a backwards recursion, the Reachabil-
ity Bellman equation, to produce feasibility functions which
summarize the temporal relationship between the low-level
dynamics and the satisfaction of task variables. Lastly, in
(3.6), we will introduce a forward pass algorithm for the
task logic evaluation and synthesis of the non-stationary
task policy piL,x0 .
3.1. Policy Ensemble
We compute an ensemble of polices where each policy is the
solution to an LMDP with a Q-matrix stored in the tensor
Qk,jx,x′ . Each Q-matrix is constructed by uniquely pairing
a set of obstacle states with an individual target state in X .
That is, if there is a set B = {Bk}1:K containing obstacle
states Bk ⊂ X for each environment, then for each member
(Bk, xj) of the Cartesian product B×X there is a Q-matrix
and a corresponding optimal policy u∗→j,k(x
′|x) where j
indexes the single target state in X . Henceforth we will
drop the ∗ notation and uk→j(x′|x) will be used to denote
the optimal controlled dynamics. Each Q-matrix giving rise
to a policy is defined as:
Qk,ji,i =

0, if xi ∈ Bk
1, elif xi ≡ xj
, otherwise
LMDP−−−−−→
P
uk→j(x
′|x) (5)
Since the elements ofQ are negatively exponentiated LMDP
cost functions q(x), the obstacles are given infinite costs and
the target state has a cost of zero. All other internal states xI
have a constant cost q(xI) = −log() for  ∈ (0, 1). Each
uk→j(x
′|x) is a shortest path LMDP solution for reaching xj
while avoiding obstacle states Bk, and the LMDP is solved
using a passive dynamics matrix P derived from an MDP
transition tensor with four actions corresponding to move-
ment in the cardinal directions and one null action. The
index j will always denote the absorbing target state and as
a reminder we use→ j as long-form notation, however, we
will sometimes drop the arrow when necessary for compact-
ness. We organize all Q matrices into a tensor Qk,jx,x′ and
each matrix Qk,j:,: corresponds to a slice of the controlled
transition tensor Uk,j:,: .
3.2. Deadline Distributions
We assume that the agent has knowledge of the environment
and goal deadlines (Ωk,Ωc) in the form of a probabilistic
model. Environment transition deadlines are required to
compute where the agent can go for the duration of an
environment’s period, and goal deadlines are required to
compute if the objective can be achieved during a period.
The PDFs fΩg (t) and fΩk(t) are the deadline distributions
associated with a goals GΩcc and environment change points.
We define periods by environment start and end times dk and
dk+1 − 1. For this paper the environment transition model
is deterministic and the goal deadline model is probabilistic.
3.3. A Simple Temporal Logic
The temporal logic we use in this paper is tailored to our
problem domain and is simpler than well known temporal
logics like Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (Pnueli, 1977).
LTL uses modal operators such as Until, Always, and Even-
tually. We avoid modal logic in order to focus on policy
synthesis for satisfying goal sequences. Integration of CSP
into LTL will be addressed in future work.
We use operators (∧,∨,©) over goal variables, GΩcc in or-
der to define a task L. Goal variables are superscripted
by their deadlines, but we will often drop this notation for
simplicity. ∨ and ∧ are OR and AND operators. The state-
ment (G1 ∧ G2) means G1 and G2 both must get done in
any order before their deadlines. The© operator denotes
"next," and enforces sequential constraints between goals
by concatenating variable strings together. This means that
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Figure 2. The stages of producing a reachability tensor R. (Top) The perspective from the point of view of the underlying graph showing
how one LMDP cost matrix, Qk,j , defined by target state xj and obstacle state set Bk, induces a member of R with a deadline distribution
Ωn ∈ {Ωk,Ωc}. (Bottom) Four obstacle state sets on a gridworld are paired with each xj to create a cost tensor Q, low-level policy
tensor U , and R. This process is summarized by the bottom left panel of Figure 3.
the goal arrival times for variables in G1 © G2 must sat-
isfy, τg1 < τg2 . A logical statement L always reduces down
to a disjunctive form of ORs over goal variable sequences
(words), L =⇒ W1∨· · ·∨Wn whereWi = G1G2. . .GMi .
Figure 3 shows a list of identities for reducing a statement
down to a disjunctive form.
All goal variables are grounded onto a member ofX , ∀Gc ∈
G : h(Gc)→ xgc , and a controller will return a state-time
certificate axi,τ = (xi, τ) only when it passes though a
goal state. Note that g is an index for a member of X ,
and c ∈ {1, 2, . . .C} indexes both the goal variable and
the index corresponding to its grounding1. A controller-
produced word wpi = a1a2. . .aM is evaluated against W ,
which returns true if the certificate goal order matches and
the deadlines are satisfied:
p(Wi = True|wpi) =
M∏
m=1
1Wi(m)(wpi(m)) (6)
1GΩcc
(axi,τ ) =
{
1 if (h−1(xi) ≡ Gc) ∧ (τ ≤ Ωc)
0 otherwise
(7)
1Example: For h(G2) = x9, c = 2, g = 9, h−1(x9) = G2
we can reference the grounding state with xg2 ≡ x9
Here, Wn(m) and wpi(m) dereference the mth entry in
strings W and wpi .
3.4. Reachability Tensor
Planning with deadlines requires forecasting which low-
level policy transitions will meet goal deadlines while avoid-
ing time-varying path blockages from obstacles, a concept
termed reachability. We can compute the set of forecasts
from the distribution of policy-conditional hitting times
Aki,j ∼ fAki,j (t), whereAki,j is a random variable of the time
taken to transition from state xi to xj under uk→j(x
′|xi) (in
number of steps for discrete time). Because our LMDP
solutions have one target state we can model them as ab-
sorbing Markov chains, and compute the first two moments
of the arrival time distribution for the target state xj from
any initial state xi.
We define a reachability tensor Rk,Ωni,j (Figure 2) that spans
the set of reachability forecasts needed for planning. Each
element rk,Ωni,j of R
k,Ωn
i,j is the probability of reaching state
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xj from xi under the dynamics of uk→j before deadline Ωn,
rk,Ωni,j = Pr(A
k
i,j < Ωn) =
∫ ∞
t=0
fΩn(dk + t)FAki,j (t)dt
(8)
where dk is the starting time of environment k, fΩn is the
deadline PDF, and FAki,j (t) is the cumulative distribution
of policy-conditional hitting times. Deadline distribution
Ωn represents one of two distributions {Ωk,Ωc} which are
the kth period deadline and a goal deadlines. We compute
an approximation of the arrival-time CDF FAki,j with the
absorbing Markov chain formula for the first two moments
of the arrival-time PDF of uk→j by using its submatrix S
k
j ,
with the jth row and column removed:
tµ,j,k = (I − Skj )−11 (9)
tσ,j,k = 2(I − Skj )−1tµ,j,k − t2µ,j,k − tµ,j,k (10)
We model the cumulative distribution for arrival-times as a
gamma CDF:
FAk:,j (t) = Gamma(α
k
j ,β
k
j ) (11)
αkj = t
2
µ,j,k/tσ,j,k (12)
βkj = tµ,j,k/tσ,j,k (13)
For this paper, we compute an R which includes all dis-
crete deterministic deadlines Ωt through time T plus all
deadlines for individual goals variables Ωc, where an en-
vironment’s deadline Ωk is a member of the deterministic
superset, {Ωk}1:K ⊂ {Ωt}1:T . The reason we compute R
for all deterministic deadlines is because it is required by
the forward propagation algorithm discussed in section 3.6.
3.5. Backward Recursion: component feasibility
functions from reachability recursion
The reachability tensor is the key object used in a recur-
sive equation we term the Reachability Bellman equation.
This equation computes κkgc(i) which represents the prob-
ability of reaching xgc from state xi starting in period k if
the agent follows an associated non-stationary policy.
κkg(xi) = max
j
[
Rk,Ωci,j 1g(j) +R
k,Ωk
i,j κ
k+1
g (xj)1g¯(j)
]
(14)
The first term in the max function adds in the probability
of being able to achieve the goal during period k, 1g(j)
and 1g¯(j) are indicator functions for j = g and j 6= g
respectively. The second term propagates the maximum
future goal feasibility from non-goal states through the state-
space for the preceding period. (Fig 3, Bottom Right).
The policy pikg (xi) directly specifies an intermediate "target"
state xk,gj∗ that maximizes the future reachability of xg under
the control of the LMDP solution indexed by j∗. For each
goal Gc and environment, we compute pikgc(xi) = u
k
→j∗
xk,gj∗ = argmax
j
[
Rk,Ωci,j 1g(j) +R
k,Ωk
i,j κ
k+1
g (xj)1g¯(j)
]
(15)
pikg (xi) = u
k
→j∗(x
′|x) (16)
The value functions are stored in a tensor Kkg,i, and non-
stationary policies are stored in the tensor Πkg,i and point to
an optimal j∗ which indexes into Uk,j
∗
x,x′ .
3.6. Forward Propagation: task-policy synthesis and
evaluation with feasibility functions
Because component feasibility functions have a probabilistic
interpretation for each goal variable, they can be used in a
forward-time pass to compute the probability of satisfying a
task, L, under a composite task-policy piWL,x0 . L defines a set
of acceptable goal sequences Wi = G1G2. . .GMi , where
Mi is the length of string Wi and NW is the number of
distinct words. L is assumed to be in disjunctive normal
form across the set of these words, L = ∨NWi=1Wi. Satisfying
any word in a disjunction satisfies L, so we can evaluate
the probability of task satisfaction by using the words as
instructions for low-level policy indices.
The probability of task satisfaction is equivalent to evaluat-
ing the joint probability that all the sub-goals are reached
and satisfy the temporal constraints. The primary reason for
computing reachability is that it allows for the simple evalu-
ation of the feasibility of sub-goal traces. We can compute
word satisfiability by evaluating sub-goal traces with the K
tensor. Considering L andW as Bernoulli random variables,
the estimate of the probability of the word being true under
the set of CSP tensors T = {Π,K,R} is a product over
feasibility functions, and the most feasible goal sequence is
given by the most probable word W ∗:
Pr(Wi = 1|wi ∼ piWiL,x0) =
M−1∏
m=0
κˆkmgm+1(xgm) (17)
max
piL,x0
[Pr(L = 1)|T ] = max
i
[Pr(Wi = 1)|piWiL,x0 ] (18)
W ∗ = argmax
Wi
[Pr(Wi = 1)] (19)
Where gm is shorthand for the index g from h(W (m)) =
xg, and xg0 = x0 is the agent’s starting state. Eq. 17 is
a stochastic version of eq. 6 which treats input characters
produced by the policy as random random variables with an
accepting condition given as a Bernoulli R.V. with parameter
κˆkmgm+1(xgm).
The only complication in evaluating feasibility is when the
sub-goal W (m) changes to W (m+ 1) in the middle of an
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Figure 3. Tier 1 (Grey) contains the precomputed tensors from Figure 2. A cost tensor Q induces policy tensor U through LMDP
optimization. The reachability tensorR is created with time-to-go information from U and deadline variables. Tier 1 (Blue) shows a single
policy from a slice of U , and an example (yellow panel) of the feasibility computation for a single state x60 (red box) that demonstrates
how the reachability tensor is used to calculate the feasibility function for x60, resulting in a policy selection for period k1. Tier 2 (Gray)
contains feasibility and policy tensors. Tier 2 (Blue) shows how the feasibility tensor and disjunctive logic from Tier 3 are combined to
compute the probability of task L defined by the a set disjunction of composite goal sequences. Each slice Kk:,g is a feasibility map over
the state-space. Red boxes at state xi denote the value of κki,g . The color intensity inside the box indicates the maximum probability
(yellow = 1.0, purple = 0.0) of successfully reaching goal state xg by following the policy pigk,i (solid red line) and contributes to the total
probability of the word being true. Dashed red lines represent trajectory history from previous periods. The highest probability goal
sequence is chosen and indexes into the policy tensor Π which directly controls low-level dynamics by setting the j and k index of U
(Green Arrows).
environment’s period at time τm. The feasibility of W (m+
1) is not represented by K for intermediate times, so now
the feasibility depends on what can be accomplished in the
remaining time, requiring a simple computation. We call
these computations “stitch" functions κˆ and pˆi, because they
stitch in the additional feasibility information not accounted
for by K. We compute κˆkmgm+1(xgm) over the remaining
time of the period, tm = dk+1−τm, with one step of eq. 14,
using rkm,Ωtmi=gm,j conditioned on the previous goal state. The
arrival time τm can be stochastic, so we can condition on
a time which is a high confidence bound estimated from
the 99th percentile of the hitting time distribution. This
distribution can be computed by convolving each of the
discrete arrival distributions used between gm and gm+1, or
alternatively, as done for the examples in this paper, by the
forward evolution of the system under the policy. It is also
possible to keep track of the state distribution over the entire
word and marginalize the feasibility calculations over each
sub-goal arrival time distribution.
The composite task policy calls (eq.16) over the most feasi-
ble goal sequence:
piW
∗
L,x0(x,m)→ pikgm+1(x)→ uk→j∗(x′|x) (20)
At runtime, the agent follows and maintains its position m
in W ∗ where transitions to m′ are governed by a transition
matrix encoding W ∗.
4. Results
4.1. Theoretical Results: Complexity Comparison
CSP tackles non-stationary problems with logical task-
specifications that are conditioned on a trace (history) of
sub-goal states. For this reason it becomes challenging to
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compare it against a benchmark algorithm for theoretical
reasons. Consider a comparable hypothetical problem to the
one posed in this paper which we will call a trace-augmented
LMDP (taLMDP) which would embed a CSP task L into an
LMDP. This LMDP needs to condition on the success/failure
of its sub-goal history traces to compute its reward func-
tion payout, requiring an augmented state-space to represent
the equivalent task of size 2GN , because there are 2G dis-
tinct traces. Computing a non-stationary (stationary) policy
for an LMDP has time-complexity of O(N2T ) (O(N3))
for a state-space of size N and T time steps. Therefore
the taLMDP has a time-complexity of O(22GN2T ) which
suffers from the curse of dimensionality.
Additionally, the taLMDP has limited transfer learning capa-
bilities and is unable to exploit the compositional structure
of the task space. The analysis above is only with respect
to a taLMDP embedding for a single task, L. However, the
strength of CSP is that it requires no additional computation
beyond the forward propagation if a new task L′ is formu-
lated on the same environment sequence, goal variables, and
deadlines. On the other hand, a taLMDP value function
will need to be recomputed for each L′. Computing a set of
taLMDPs for all possible L adds another layer of intractabil-
ity when scaling up these methods to complex structured
reward functions.
To evaluate the computational complexity of CSP, the stages
of the algorithm can be grouped into two types. The first
type is task-variable invariant which includes the computa-
tion of the policy basis and time-to-go representations, both
of which are paid up-front once per domain (set of environ-
ments). The second type is for the temporal logic control,
which is a cost for each task specification that differs in
deadline distributions.
The complexity of computing a policy basis depends on
the sophistication of the representation, but it amounts to
computing a set of size D of stationary policies, each with a
costO(N3), for an overall complexity ofO(DN3). LMDP
solutions can be computed with the power method or by
solving a linear system (Todorov, 2009), so O(N3) is an
upper bound on the computation. If we compute a dense
policy basis, we have D = KN policies for a worst case
complexity ofO(KN4). The complexity of the arrival-time
computations is similar, where the moments of hitting times
are computed for each target state and environment, at cost
of N3, for an overall cost of O(KN4). While this com-
plexity is undesirable, in practice the policy computation
benefits from sparcity, it also may be possible to signifi-
cantly reduce the complexity of both policy and arrival-time
computations using hierarchically structured LMDPs (Saxe
et al., 2017; Jonsson & Gómez, 2016) and linear systems
solvers tailored to sparse systems.
The time complexity for the reachability tensor is
O(GKN2T ), due to the fact that for every environment
there are N2 inner products of size T , and there are G
goal deadlines for K environments. The feasibility function
computation is a max operator over a point-wise multipli-
cation which implies O(KGN2). Lastly task evaluation is
O(CGN) given that each string requires recomputing the
feasibility function for the inter-period arrival times, which
is one point-wise max operation of size N for G goals and
C strings.
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Figure 4. Compositionality Example: (Grey) Forward and Reverse
environment sequences with shared goal deadlines and environ-
ment durations ∆k. (Blue) The agent (red square) is trailed by a
solid red line for the path it traveled during the environment, and
dashed lines represent its history. Green squares are the goals and
the size indicates how much time is remaining before the dead-
line. Green circles indicate that the goal was successfully visited.
Yellow circles indicate that the agent waited for a wall to open.
4.2. Conceptual Demonstration
In light of the theoretical comparison, we provide a proof of
principle demonstration of the compositional efficiency of
CSP. Figure 4 (Grey) depicts two different environment pro-
gressions, one in which a sequence of three environments is
played forward and one in which the order reversed. Each
individual environment has the same duration for both se-
quences, though this isn’t a restrict requirement since they
share an R with all deterministic deadlines. Because for-
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ward and reverse scenarios share environments, they have
equivalent policy tensors, hitting times, goal deadlines, and
reachability tensors. The only thing that requires recompu-
tation is the feasibility function which is computationally
inexpensive. (Blue) shows an example of two tasks for each
environment sequence. In one the agent must visit the left
two goal states first, and then the right two (in any order). In
the second task the agent must visit the right two first, and
then left. This example demonstrates that different tasks
specified within a forward or reverse sequence do not require
recomputation of the feasibility tensor, the only computation
needed is the evaluation of the different tasks. However, this
scenario isn’t limited to only two tasks, all possible tasks
entailed from the logical syntax share a feasibility tensor.
We provide code and video of the examples.2
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a new algorithm for synthesizing
non-stationary policies to satisfy tasks with sequential goal
constraints, deadlines, and time-varying obstacles. By using
temporal constraint logic to construct compositional task
families, we enable the solution of complex, non-stationary
problems in a hierarchical framework. The approach pro-
vides a principled way to scale transfer learning to task fam-
ilies by ensuring congruence between objective and policy
decompositions. We believe that the architectural principles
that we propose are necessary for tackling difficult planning
problems, and that the principles can be enforced while
scaling up the approach with more flexible state and policy
representations.
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